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Kolb Wins (Unopposed)-

Election

■esults

OFFICERS

SENATORS
1.

Pres., Daniel P. Kolb
Vice-Pres., Mary Berg
Sec., Marlene Mitchell
Treas., Ray Christi

223
214
225
193

2.
3.
4.

. 5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

r

Linda Meyer
Debi Patterson
Laura Ondraka
Jim Scannell
Tom Lasser
Frank Glassner
Michael Ross
Patricia Wellbank
John Welch

.

203
200
165
155
153
150
150
145
135

10.

CO_
N STITUTION

13.

J. Robert Signoretti
Jack Paglini
Mary McKiernan
Wayne Gelman

133
131
128
127

14.
15.

Mel Silverbrandt
William Manley _

117
110

11.
12.

161 in favor of the proposed
Con~titution.
17 opposed to the proposed
Constitution . .
2 INVALIDATED ballots.
180 total votes cast.
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PRINT

editfJriCII
All letters must be typed and signed. Name~ will be withheld upon request. ·

283 students out of a possible 8,000
voted in the Student Senate Election
lqst Wednesday and Th.ursday

• • • •

The task of the new Senate is to win •the faith
of the other ·7,717 .
•

letters
Need for ·the
new library.
Dear Editor :
While Mr. Augustos Pareja's
complaint about the noise in
the Library is valid, I must take
issue with your choice of
headline to his letter. "The
Library ... a pitiful situation"
does not convey the meaning
of his words . Rather it suggests
that the caption creator has
some future as copy-writer for
misleading advertising.
The issue raised by Mr.
Pareja, however, deserved a
serious response. The Library is
noisy, and the normal sound
level of people working and
studying is magnified by the
echo-chamber architecture in
which the Library is housed.
There are no sound barriers
anywhere in the main Reading
Room area, and no provisions

were made in the interior
lay-out for the staff to carry on
essential work and communication functions . Consequently
all of these have to take place
in the main study area, much
to the annoyance of both
· students and . staff. Please be
. assured, Mr. Pareja, that your
·occasional · annoyance is our
constant problem and concern.
I apologize for ·the employee
who encouraged you to go
somewhere else for the quiet
place you desired . For your
information there are two quiet
areas in the Library : one is on
the south side of the new stack
area, and the other is in the
inner Periodical Room. Both of
these are removed from any of
the Library's technical and
service operations.
Hopefully our new Library
Building, currently in the
planning stages, will provide
the serenity so necessary to
both patrons _and staff.
· Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Sophie K. Black
He·ad, Public Services-Library

16 pints of blood are needed to replace blood used . For: Carl
Kaplan, c/o Memorial Hospital, 424 E. 68th St., New York,
N.Y. 10021 . Blood can be donated in his name at: Swedish
Cover,iant Hospital, 5145 N. California, Chicago. Call: Jan
. Grimwoad - 878-8200, ext. 378 for appointment. Hours :
Mon ., Tues ., Thurs ., & Frid . 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Wed . and
Sat. 8:00 a.m. to 11 :00 a.m . Tues . evening, 5:00 p.m . to 9:00
p.m . Thanks so very much!
Lottie Kaplan

Su_ffering
. student
To Print:
I
am
fed
up
with
irresponsible teachers who
don ' t
care whether the
students learn or not. All they
care about is their salary and
nothing else. When is the
Administration going to do
something about it? There are
some teachers who are absent
more days during a trimester
than the days they are present.
When they come to class all
they do is talk about their
private life and waste time. At
the end of the term ·all the
student is left with is an "A"
for a grade and an empty head.
No wonder there are so many
students on the honor list. All
this is happening while we pay
200.00 and some dollars for
tuition.
I hope somebody will do
something about this situation
for we have already wasted a
lot of time.
A concerned student

REACTION REVIEW March 21 edition, submit all
poetry, prose, short stories,
photography, art work with
a story to the PRINT
OFFICE, E-214, over the
cafeteria.
1. ozag

Filin Festival
similar projects , while the Film
We would like Mayor Daley Festival must call upon you to
help it bring the best film of
to recognize the national and
international importance of the the world to Chicago.
The rest of the world has
Chicago International Film
recognized the worth of the
Festival. The mayor of San
Chicago International Film
Francisco built a theater for
F~stival ; it' s time Chicago
their film festival ; New York's
recognized its own valuable
is featured at the prestigious
asset.
We feel recognition by
Lincoln Center; the Chicago
the mayor, and his enthusiastic
Festival experiences frustrating
local indifference. Yet, it is the · support is necessary to do this .
Therefore, we urgently ask you
Chic.a go Festival that has
·to sign and mail the letter
received such international
below to the Mayor's office in
accalim . We now rank with
an attempt to continue the
Berlin, Venice and Carnes Film
Chicago
Film Festival.
Festivals in artistic and
Thank
you for your continucinematic value :
ing support.
Recently,· the Chicago City
Council refected support for
Sincerely,
Chicago's cultural organizaDear Friend of the Festival:

tions . These funds
will
continue to be used solely for

. Michael J. Kutza, Jr.
Festival Director

Dear Mayor Daley :
With my, signature below, I am asking that you recognize
and financially support the CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL as an educational, prestigious, and vital cu ltural
event. for the City of Chicago. As an individual I cannot hope
to support the 'Festival alone, yet I want to continue to attend
the International Film Weeks and the main Film Festival in
November each year . You have the authority to disburse tbe
·hotel tax fund, and a part of it would help the Chicago Film
Festival make Chicago tne cultural film center of America.
Thank . you .
Signed : ··········· ···· ········· ·· ··· ····
' ··· ····· ·· ···· ·· ·· ····· ····· ······· ·· ····· ·· ········
Address : .. ...... .. ~ ...................................... .. ... .............. , .... ..... .... .
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY

Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the administration. PRINT is
published Wednesdays weekly at Northeastern Illinois University. Deadline for all .copy is
the preceeding Friday by 4:00 p.m. Come up and visit us at E-214 above the cafeteria, or
call us JU 3-4050 at extension 459. ·
' •
·
EDITORIAL BO.ARD: Janey Green - Editor, Sue Straus - Managing Editor, Tony Kezele
- Contributing Editor.
Photography: Mark Anderson Editor,
Business Editor: Jim Feezor
Saundra Taylor, Arthur Winslow
News Editor: Bob Paprocki
Cartoons: Margaret Drewko - Editor,
Features Editor: Joe Weinshenker
Sports: Chris Lubinecki - Editor,
Advisor: Ely Liebow .

/

MARCH 8

3:30 - 7:30 P.M. -

in the CELLAR

Refreshments to be served
Tuley Steel Drum Band
Sponsored by
Women's-Studies Program and Women's Liberation
EVERYONE IS WELCOME!
FREE

I
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United Front
co·n ference
.

Student and Community,
Spiritual and Unity Conference
will be held at Mary Brown's
Center, 15th and Piggott St.,
East St. Louis, 111. on February
23, 24 and 25 according to Rev.
Charles Koen , National · Chairman of the United Fronts.
This will be the Fourth
Annual Student and Community
Conference which as in the
past is striving to bring about
the realization that the college
student and the communitt are
one - both differing from the
same sources and must unite
to ·deyelop programs and
alternative institutions for the
liberation of Black, Poor and
Oppressed People.
Cultural entertainment will
include Kathern Dunham·.
Dance Troop and Local poets,
starting at 8:00 p.m . on Friday,
February 23rd.

A
_future

in Medical Technology
Every day, men and women · training that the conventional
Interested students can get
one-year hospital lab program,
in medical laboratories are
more information about this
and
better
training
means
a
putting knowledge of disease
better position in this expand- most unusual and comprehento use to save countless lives,
ing and sophisticated medical sive medical technology bacand holding the key to
calaureate curriculum by chek,
specialty.
performance of these labor?ing
with their counseling
The University of Health
tories are MEDICAL TECHoffice at the college or by
Sciences
is
accredited,
and
the
1
NOLOGISTS:
medical technology program is writing:
With
more and
more
approved by the American Mrs. Josephine Marshallek,
medical instruments and tests
Society of Clinical Patholo- Chairman
being developed, and with
$1,000 per Department of Medical Techmore tests being administered . gists. Tuition to more people, competent - academic year - is the lowest nology
of all private universities in the Univer; ity of Health Sciences
medical technologists are in
Chicago
area, and some 202 West Ogden Avenue
constant demand . Career opfinancial assistance is avail- Chicago, Illinois 60612
portuniti.es are almost limitless
able.
for both men and women, and
salaries are getting better all
the time·!
Most training for . this
fascinating and strategic specialty requires three years of
college education followed by
a fourth year of training in an
approved hospital laboratory.
These training programs don't
offer opportunities for the
by A. Sue Straus
independently of existing labor
junior-community college stu- .
The strike of Farah workers unions in various occupations.
dent who has completed only
continues to grow after nine Aside from the Farah •(men's
two years of college.
months . (See PRINT Vol. 11 and ooy's pants manufacturer)
HOWEVER, the University of
No. 11; October 11, 1972.) workers, meat cutters of El
Health Sciences/The Chicago
About 95% of the people on Paso have gone on strike.
Medical School (UHS/CMS)
In support of the Chicano
strike are Chicanos. Of these
has developed a program
movement members of the
65-75% are women.
designed specifically for the ·
Chicano workers represent UNI community are sponsoring
junior college graduate who
the growing militance of 2 speakers and a guerilla
would like to spend two years
workers not given equal theatre group Tuesday, March
of additional education and
opportunity in jobs, housing 6th. Money will_ be raised to
labocatory training to recei_ve a
and wages . Throughout the help pay rent, medical and
bachelor of science degree in
Sou.thwest movements of food bills ·for the · people on
medi~al technology .
<;::h_
i cano_workers hav_e gone_ on strike:
Through UHS/CMS, the
junior college graduate will
train in a combined medical
school-hospital
environment
that includes one of the most
completely equipped laboratories in the Midwest. He will
be able to study some of the
Beginning March 2, 1973 brief orientation programs will _be held
newer fields such as medical
genetics and will be taught by the first Friday of every month in the Library. These sessions are
distinguished medical school open to everyone on campus and are designed to familiari~e
faculty. Classes are small so members of the University with the Library's .resources. Tours will
the student can receive much begin at 2:00 p.m., and participants are requested· to assemble
individual attention . The two- near the globe in the main Reading Room area.
year UHS/CMS program will
provide more comprehensive

Farah JJ·oycott

Continues

library c;>rientation
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UNI fights Dystrophy

with Shamrocks

,

Emphasis at the conference
will be· on workshops ('held
Saturday, February 24th from •
9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.) to
develop the programs and
alternative institutions for
implimentation in the community and . campus. The
The National United Front wil
workshops will be on :· Health
have tbeir Fourth Annual
Care-hosted by Sister Pat
Student, Community, Spiritual
Newton, Labor-Bro. Paul Lathand Unity Conference on
an Politics-Rev. Blaine RamFebruary 23, 24 and 25 at Mary
se~, Education-Bro . Curtis
Brown's Center in Bast St.
Thomas and Bro. Earl Picard,
Louis, · Ill. Rev. Charles Koen,
. Law-Bro. Allen Brotners, Gove
National Chairman of the
ern01ent-Republic of New · United Front will be the
Africa,
Arts-Bro.
George
Keynote Speaker.
Knight, and Communicationthe United Front Choir ot
Bro: Waley Sadig (Lou House) ' Cairo, Elder Haines and the
of Chicago.
·
Haines Singers of East St. Louis
T~e Spiritual Rally will be
and others.
· held Saturday· nig~t at 8:00
The con"ference will conp.m . with. special guest
clude Sunday with a synopsis
speakers Brother Chowke
of all the work.shops . This will
Lumumba, representing the
be presented by the workshop
Republic of New Africa and
hosts.
Bro. Earl Picard, representing
The Spiritual and Unity
Southern University where two Conference is being hosted by
Brothers were murdered and
the Friends of the United Front
twenty injured recently . Rev.
of State Cpmmunity College in
Charles Koen will deliver the
East St. Louis, 1llinois. Every- ·
main address with songs from
one is invited.

PRINT

by Kurt Nilson

On March 16 and 17, the
Northeastern Chapter of College Youth Against Dystrophy
(C.Y.A.D., a chartered club of
this campus to help the
physically handicapped) will
be participating in a giant fund
raising drive for the Muscular
Dystrophy Associations of
America, Inc. (MDAA) called
"Shamrocks for Dystrophy."
The Shamrock has for a long
time been a symbol of good
luck. But for some kids their
luck is running out.
C.Y.A.D. will be offering
green "Shamrocks for Dystrophy" buttons in return for
contributions to the fight
against dystrophy and related
neuromuscular disorders. Each
Shamrock represents a contribution to aid MDAA's vita_l
research work to try and find a

.

cure for this dreaded disease·,
and their patient service
progrmas.
But we have one big
problem - we need helpers!
We desperately need canners
(to collect money), drivers, and
hel13ers in other areas as well.
If you think that you will be
able to help us on either March
16 or 17 (or both!) during
school in between classes, you
can sign up at _the Health
Service Office across from the
~main auditorium. ,
Also, if yo·u can help us you
will be able to come to the Big
C.Y.A.D . Party on Saturday
evening. There will be food
dancing, and lots of fun.
'
Please help us, so that we
may help those that await a
day not yet arrived.

Debateland

This is another chapter in
the continuing story of the
"FORENSICS UNION"!!!!! This
week, our story takes us to the
beautiful campus of Northern
Illinois University.
As you remember, Bob
Luginbill and Dan Borschke are
d_e bating under the banner of
UNI. Bob and Dan had a
special treat this · trip because
both David Jordan and Dennis
Mcsweeney accompanied the
lads on their never-ending
journey to "debateland". Even
with the support of both of
their coaches, Bob and· Dan
couldn't pull the debate out of
the fire (oh boy!). With a 2-4
record in the- senior VARISTY
DIVISION, the ride home from
Nothem seemed to take
forever . Their competition
included teams from Nothem
Illinois University, Illinois State
University, St. Olaf, Loyola,
University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee and their archenemy Northwestern . Dan
Borschke scored 123 points
and Bob Luginbill scored 125
points.
_
I THINK IT IS TIME TO ASK
A FEW QUESTIONS?
Will Bob and Dan continue
· to meet Northwester'n?
Will Bob and Dan switch
positions?

elusive first place trophy?
For the answers to these, and
many other questions stay
tuned next week for the
continuing story of :_ FORENSICS!!!!!

,Tribune
Cornes
Today

Placement announced a BIG
1st! Chicago Tribune/ Chicago
Today is coming on campus
Wednesday, February 28th at
2:00 p.m. · Ann Warnimont,
Employment Supervisor, will
conduct an informational
seminar at this time in room
S-246.
A large newspaper has an
even larger list of opportunity
for the right college grad . The
want ads always carry vacancies for ·some dept. of the
Tribune .
If you · thing big and want
.insight into the makings of an
editor, or if you want to learn
the newspaper business from
the bottom up, Ms. Warnimont
can certainly fill your ear!
DON'T FORGET -WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28TH AT 2:00
· Will Bob and Dan find the --p.m.-ROOM S-246.

PRINT
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Graduating Seniors ·
Reminder for Graduation
.

A reminder for Graduating graduating in Augu . ., 1973
Seniors
to . apply
for ! should have filed a prelimigraduation .
nary application for graduaIf a student anticipates tion by January 19, 1973. A
graduating in April, 1973 he final application for the
should have FILED a final August, 1973 graduating
application for graduation -seniors will be due in May,
by January 19, 1973. (the 1973.
preliminary application for
If you have nay additional
April, 1973 should have questions regarding your
been completeed in Septem- gra d uation application
ber, 1972.) ·
please contact the Record
Students anticipating Office immediately.

Art Gallery N e ~~

:•
••

:
:
:
:
•
:
:
:
: .
:
: ;
:•
:
:

•

Pat Helbig, award winner.

•
...............................................................
:•

Dufour Named
Teache r ·o f the Year
Dr. DuFour is on campus an
average of 50-60 hours per
week . While in his office one
gets the feeling that he is ~ot a
department head who hides
behind paperwork. A steady
stream of students walk iA to
ask questions, say hello, and to
borrow books. The Psychology
Department library is located
in his office so that he can
keep in touch with students
and offer them advice in their
research .
On his wall, Dr. DuFour has
a hanging - "The wise teacher
leads you to the threshhold of
your own mind." He has
several basic theories concern[ng college life, the main
premise being that schools
should be geared
more
completely to students' learning; after all, a school's end
product is what it has done for
its students. He believes that a
curriculum shou ld be guided
by the · students and for the
students; what they feel is
beneficial for them should be
considered as a main guideline
for additions and deletions in

"ST AMMTISCH"
Every Wednesday 8 p.m. _

ERNIE'S PAL~ LOUNGE
5053 N. Lincoln Ave.
Present this Coupon at
anytime for one free
stein of beer.

curriculum .
DuFour finds that only
half his time is spent on
student-related work - clubs,
new programs, curriculum and,
of course, teaching. The rest if
used on social and political
matters related to but not basic
to the teaching field .

Despite his busy schedule,
Dr. DuFour strives to maintain
an "open door" policy wherein
his students and all those in
Psychology can come to his
office and feel that there is
someone with whom they can
discuss their problems. He
succeeds in this completely.

He is actively involved as
the head of the Parapsychology Club, a lively group who
pursue their interests in the
science of learning about and
studying psychic phenomena. ·

On December 18, 1972, Dr.
DuFour received the Faculty of
the Year Award presented by
the Alumni Association . He
was chosen from among the
following candidates who are
also great assets to Northeastern Illinois University :

or.

Although he entered teaching as a defense mechanism (to
stay alive; i .e., to eat), he
entered it wholeheartedly. In
addition to his long hours as
head of the Psychology
Department, Dr. DuFour is
involved in a Free School for
children which is experimenting in new methods of
teac hing young children_.

Dr. Shirley Castelnuovo,
Political Science
Dr. Albert Forslev, Earth
Science
Dr. Joseph Morton, History
Dr. Angelina Pedroso, Spanish
Miss Susan Rose, Biological
Science
··

For relaxation., he has a
kitchen garden where he grows
fresh vegetables. He also has
several fruit trees to tend.

Dr. Robert Walker, Speech
Mr. Gus Ziagos, Physical
Education

by A. Sue Straus
TP!e student Gallery Committee is a new club on
campus . While in the working
stages of the formation of the
club art students and faculty
' have sponsored Annual UNI
Student Art Shows since 1971 .
Wabash Transit Gallery was
the site of the 1971 show. This
gallery is the School of the Art
Institute Gallery.
In · 197i the Student Art
Show was held at the Board of
Higher Education in the State
of Illinois Building located on
LaSalle Street in Chicago.
Recent 1973 activities inelude the showing of class
room work under the guidance
of Alan Wallie, Department
Chairperson at the second floor
of the Beehive.The Administrators' Exhibition Area can be
viewed from the floor by the
elevators.
From October 1972 through
February 1973 an exhibition of
outstanding student artists was
displayed in the Science
Building. These students are
Sue Borg, Philip D. Carlig,
Partricia Helbig and Roberta .
Steinway.

Recently the UNI Alumni
Association for the University
Art Collection awarded the art
works of Patricia! Helbig with a
$ 100 Purchase Award. Borg,
Carlig, Steinway and Helbig
received plaques and 100
POS t ers they designed for their
work for their portfolio were
also awarded.
Coming in Spring an Alumni
Salon of Art will be taking
place at the new North River
Community Gallery at 3307
Bryn Mawr . This will be
sponsored by the Art Alumni
Organization .
Future activities are the 1973
Exhibition Program; to be
coordinated by Pat Helbig.
Aqueaus and Mon-aqueaus
rr_iedia show,
under the
direction of Merrie Cutts is
planned to be displayed at the
Administrators' Exhibition Area.
On-going activities include a
slide show reviewing the
Annual Stl!dent Show of 1972.
Evening meetings are sponsored by the Art Gallery's
student service. Day meetings
are held every Tuesday at 1:00
in B-145.

Tvvo Nevv Courses
This Summer!
The physical education
department announces two
new courses .

· Judo and Self-Defense, 83152-81, one credit hour is
scheduled during May-June on
Monday and Wednesday evenings from seven till nine. Mr.
Herb Parsons is the instructor.
This is an extension class
meeting in Gym C. Undergraduates are encouraged to enroll.

Foundation of W re stl ing,
83-277, one · credit hour is
scheduled during the MayAugust trimester on Mondays
and Wednesdays at one. This
class meets in Gym C. Mr.
Anthony Schimpf is the
instructor.
Either of the above may be.
used to meet the entitlement
requirement .for education
majors, or they may be used as
elective credit for graduation.

Wlaat laave tlaey done
·,o my Jesus?
INSTRUCTOR: Father John
Price is the associate pastor at
St. Peter's in Skokie in charge
of religious education and
presently the campus minister
at Northeastern . .

that have been give throughout
the history of the Chruch.
Beginning with the different
portraits of Jesus in the
Gospel, we will investigate the
changing portraits down to the
DESCRIPTION: This course present contemportary porwill be an investigation into triats of_ Christ in "Superstar"
the different portraits of Jesas . and "Godspell." Why were the

- WORLD F AMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
··eat it with a knife & fork.,

changes made and how can
the contemporary portraits
help us to present Jesus as
living reality today?
PLACE : Catholic Student
Center
Northeastern University
5450 N. Kimball Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
(583-6109)
DATES: Consecutive TUESDAY evenings: March 6
through April 10
TIME : 8:00-10:00 p .m .
FEE: $10.00 per student

(IT•s THICK)

To
register
send
the
following information to Fr.
Price at the Catholic Student
Center:

Name ........................................
Phone ....... ;................................
Address ...........•.............. ;..........
.

.

.

.

warm O)lb· £119~is1' dining room

2727 W. HOWARD ST.-Chgo. 338-2166
8808 MILWAUKEE-Niles 298-2100

OPEN MON-SAT tl:OOA.M. • SUNDAY 2:0QP.11. .

..•..................•...........................•
School Affiliation ......................

PIE

Openings
Due to some recent student
vacancies, Northeastern's Program for lnterdisiplinary Education (PIE) is actively
recruiting interested students
to fill the representative
positions on the program's
Advisory Committee.
The Committee, which is
composed of 5 students, and 5
faculty, works with the PIE
co-ordinator in reviewing Pl E
projects.
Since the new projects are
coming up daily, student
participation is needed as soon
as possib le to gi v e fai r
representation for th~ students
submitting pro~
- -- - Information and application
for the comm ittee may be
made through.t the PiE

······················'. ··························.. _ co-ordinator, Jerry Olson in
C-528 or 4-004, or through
Enclose Tuition.
Sarah at 4-010.

PRINT
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Strictly Personal:

''Women's l.ib'' is Ms. - Understood
It's interesting, and rather
depressing, to see how an idea
becomes fl attened and pervert" Da bomb go boom hea r tomo rrow 10: 13" - Chalk w ritten
ed as it gets more popular. In a
note outs ide A-w ing ent ran ce.
funn y way, the more people
For t hose of us who happened in t hrough t he A-w in g entrance
•·hear about it , the less they
Mond ay mornin g, t he word s above might have prom pted us to
understand its prime purpose.
come in a li ttle bi t late Tuesday . I kn ow I came in late .
Th e c urr en t co n cept o f
It reminded me of t he tim e last wi nter when t he school w as
" W omen's Lib" is a class ica l
evacuated because someone had phoned in a threat.
case in poin t. I was standing
However, t hi s Tuesd ay the sc hool remain ed in session.
w it h a small group at a cocktail
party the other day, w hen o ne
My great cu riosity, (and nervousness) found me over in Jack
of t he women sa id, " Of course,
Ho lt's off ice (Ass istant Superin te ndent fo Sec urity) Friday
I agree w ith many of the aims
checkin g out bom b t hreat p rocedures.
As it turn s out, Jack is currently rewritin g t he security , of W omen's Lib - equ al pay
for equ al work and all that. But
procedures fo r UN I, not only in bomb threats, but on fires,
I'd hate to have to go out and
disasters, and just about any thing else that might p lague an
make a career - I really enjoy
instit ution of thi-s size.
homemaking for my family ."
" The old search procedu re," he said , " was for security to work
Where in t he world did she
with Bu ildi ngs and Grounds, and the Commuter Center custod ial
ever get the idea that Women's
staff in searching the premises ."
·
Lib will automatica lly propel ·
In the proposed procedures, however, the entire operation from
her out of the home and into
the time a threat is reported, ro the time a bomb is found (or not
t he office or facto ry? I have
found), is under a more orderly direction. There is a chain of
never heard anyone in the
command, delegation of responsibility, with certain individual s
movement propose that woresponsible for each area.
men w ho like staying at home
This proposed procedure would prevent repetition of
should be drafted for careers
investigation, as well as speed up the process of notification of
anyw here else.
the right people, and the de legation of instructions.
ALL THAT Women's Lib
There are many thi ngs t hat security looks for when receiving a urges is that t hose women who
bomb th reat; "You try to find out whe n t he bomb is going to go
do prefer outside jobs be given
equal access to t hem , and
off, w here it was placed, how it got t here, and w hat type it is.
" If it's a call you should notice t he tone of voice, any ethnic equal pay fo r t he sa m e
function . An d t hat women be
indications, mannerisms, or attem pts to muffle the speaking.
" When you get to view t he person, you look fo r obvious no longer disc riminated against
in do_
zens of ways because of
characteristics hair co lor, facia l features, clothing. "
·
Northeaster~ has been very lucky. In the 8 t hreats it has t hei r sex. It aims a t removing
received in the last two years, none have proved fatal. And with barriers to equality, just as the
the proposed new safety precautions, we can hope it never does. 19th am endment enabled

women to vote if t hey wanted
to .
But nobody has to vote if he
or she doesn't fee l li ke it. A n
opportunity may be t aken or
spurned , as o ne free ly chooses .
YET IN THE minds of m any
• peopl e today (in clud ing, apparently, a lot of otherw ise
ed ucated wo men), the W omen' s Lib m o v em e n t wi l l
somehow t ransfer the women
fro m t he home to the office or
fact ory will y-nilly , wh et her
she desires it or not. Thi s is
w hat I mean by a flattenin g
and a perversion of a basic
idea.
·
The basi c idea is " opini o n."
Stay home, or work, or do
both . But whi chever you do, 1 if
you compete for a job as a
woman , you should have the
same incentives and rewards as
a man . I can ' t imagine
anything more simple, or more
democrati c, or more just.
NO DOUBT, some of the
more ferociously militant
members of the movement
have given the impression t hat

t he woman w ho pref ers to stay
home and rear her chi ldren
and take care of her hu sband is
a bi t of a ninny. Bu t t hat is
t h e ir own ha n gu p . New
movements (no matter how
worthy) are always spearh eaded by neurotic extremi sts w ho
use them fo r t heir ow n
u n conscious l y hos t ile purposes . " Norma l" peop le, alas,
d on' t st art any.th i°ng.
Don Marquis once wi se ly
observed th at " an idea is n't
responsih le fo r wh o believes in
it. " Some fri ghtfully unattractive women , with embryonic
mou staches , may fi e r cely
believe in Women's Lib - but
if it is a valid idea, it will
outlast their fervent champion-·
ship; just as the battle for
women 's votes outlasted the
grim creatures who chained
themselves to the White House
gates .
Reprinted by permission of
Sidney J. Harris and Publishers
.:_ Hall Syndicate

Time is rationed
as is porridge
think ·twice about today
moments not lived
always, surely, slowly
slip away.
If you wait until tomorrow
. to say & feel & do
what happens if today ends
and with it you die too?

G reat White -Mother-~
man who w asn ' t of he r
nationality, and because her
parents were opposed to thi ~,
she had to elope. After 15
years of marriage, they were
divorced, leaving her with 4
· children
to r aise . After
situating herself w it h her kids,
she worked as a beautician
until t he kids were ab le to do
most t hings for t hemselves .
When the kids got older and
were about ready to graduate
from schoo l, she indulged
" The Great White Mother," herself in t raining as a nurse's
as all her children call her, has aid at Grant Hosp ital. Unti l she
adopted these various kids qua lified as a sk ill ed nurse's
t hrough continuous association aid . She then went to work at
with them and thei r parents . the Illinoi s Masoni c Hospital,
Mrs. Guerra allows the kids to where she is now working .
visit and even stay , if they wish
Mrs.
Gu·err a
has
one
to. She puts no ·strain on these . daughter age ten who's name is
people, b~t in stead , she treats · Kimmie . Although she is the
them as if they were her own . · youngest , Rose doesn' t tend to
· She uses her home as a so rt be an over pro tective mothe r.
of a hom e-away-fro m-home, She allows her daughter to
and allows the freedom of her attend parties, and do ju st
fa c ilitie s, thu s t h e p eo pl e
respect and obey her . The one
thing that t he kid s and
everyo ne like about her is that
she has a wa rm . personality,
and h as t h e abi li ty t o
underst and young people as
we ll as o l d . She does n ' t
cri t icize peopl e because of
the ir c olor o f skin . In
philosop hy of peopl e, she
be li eves ..'.'. peop le are· cut out to
do their own thing," and the
color of skin means noth ing.

by H.D.S.

Mrs. Rose Guerra of 1935 N.
Maud St. was married at age
18, and divorced at age 32 , in
between su ch -time, she is
attributed to having 4 children.
She has been livi ng at her
present address fo r only 5
years , and already she has
become mother of 16 more
kids , aging from 10 t o 20 . All of
which are vari ant in nationality
and rel igion.

about anything she wants to
do, because Rose believes " she
has taught Kimmie to know
right from wrong. " Rose wants
Kimmie to marry whomever
she chooses, regardless of his
nationality or religion. She
does however, advise Kimmie
of ma rry i ng too you n g,
because she doesn 't want her
to be hurt. She also conse nted ,
if Kimmie does marry young,
" she woul d not try to break up
her marriage." The same ho lds
true for her 3 sons.
Sin ce M rs. Guerra has bee·n
li vi ng at her prese nt address,
she has participated in many
social activities , such as t he
boy scouts and other neighborhood groups . Although she
hasn't had any trouble at her
present address , some of her
neighbors envy her and some
t hink she's nuts , but to all her
children , she' ll always be their
" Great White Mother."

2-16-73 ozag

Federal Checks Available
Federal checks [EOG and NDSL] will be available for ·
distribution on Monday and Tuesday, March 5 a nd 6 on
campus. Please call the Financial Aid Office for exact
location.

1ht cny llings illlalionmyabout ii

GLENLAKE
·voLKSWAGiN

6035 N. IROADWAY
e II S-3500

=:;;.

Ski VI Kl NG . . .. before you hit the slopes.

SKI SALE

Medical-Aicl Collect ion
for Indochina Continues

As a litt le girl, Rose w an ted
to help others, in just about
any way she could. Her parents
were immigrants from Germany: and believed Rose was
wron g in her opi nion of people as minority pe rs pectives .
Rose di d n't change her op in ion
of others, and in turn married a

en thetir-.

CHICAGO'S BIGGEST END-OF-SEASON SALE

SK IS
HART COMPETI TION was $175 now $130
LANGE SL or GS was $185 now $115
ROSSIGNOL GT w as $210 now $160
K-2 FO U R (competiti on model) w as $185 now $ 150
ROSSI GNOL STRATO FLEX w as $130 now $1 00
HAR T GLM (short sk i with Besser Bindin g) was $185 now $130

BOOTS

ACCESSORIES

Nordica.Alpina was $50 now $39
Gloves 30% Off
Nordica Sestr icie was $70 now $52. 50
Over-the-Boot Ski Pants 50% Off
Lange 30% Off
.
A ll wa r m-up Pan ts $35 val u: $ 18
Ra ichle Fiberjet 500/4 Off (values to $185) Parkas 20-400/4 Off .
Henke Princess (ladies) 30% Off
Jr.,Skj Wear ·40% Off ,
Henke Eli te (men's) 30% Off
·

::<:•, ·::... . ,, ~. ,:> . ,

ALL CROSS COUNTRY SKI &CAMPING ~f.i~~eMFl'fl'.,51)% OFF

\t IKltlg·~~~~:;~\·
SKI

•

:,

.' J

SHOP

.•~ make the· ct.iffen;mc;p,J,(:

3422 : west ·t'ullerton, c·h i cago ' ~-

1:iho~-e ' 276 -1222

member ski specialists ' gui ld
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Chicago Peac-e Council
Action Program
April 18th
Con gress
The
end
of
February
recesses . Organize agai n for
Congress will recess. We urge
mass visitations .
you to check with your
May 19th - Armed Farces
Congressional offices (if you
. Day. Possib le action at Great
don't know where it is, phone
Lakes Naval Base and national
us) to organize delegations,
action in Washington D.C.
town hall meetings, and
around amnesty and reparaforums to pressure your
tions for Vietnam Veterans.
Congressperson to vote and
AND . . .
initiate legislation against
Nixon 's War Budget.
Every Tuesday, leafletting at
Office in basement of classMarch 1st - Chicago Peace Reserve and Guard u nit
room building • cement wall .
meetings. Ca ll the Chicago
Council monthly meeting at
Christ the Ki ng Churc h , Area Mi l itary Project on
Fridays 185 for details (929Jackson at Plymouth Court,
Senators. Send us a stam ped
5860).
7:30 P.M.
self-addressed enve lope and
Cha Cha Jimenez trial begi ns
March 3rd - Mass picket
. we'll send them out to you.
March 20th, 26th and Califorline at the Federal Building and
nia, 10 P.M. for more
march down State Street,
I wi ll volunteer for TAG DAY
information , phone the Peace
(noon). For more information
(March 10) ... .... , morning .... ... .
Council.
phone the Council.
afternoon .... ... .,
Write to Channel 44 (430 W.
March 1st - Rally to free
I have a car .. ... .. .
Grant
Pl.)
asking
that
the
Mary
South Vietnamese political
En~ losed please find $ .. .. ... to
Jane
Odell
Show
be
restroed
.
prisoners . Noon, Federal Buildcontinue your work for world
The discontinuation of this
ing. For more information
peace.
show
drastically
curtails
the
phone 922-8234 .
meagre access of the MoveName :::-.... ... ........ .. .... ..... ........ .
M arch 10th - TAG DAY for
ment to T.V. time .
medical aid for Vietnam . Help
There will be actions around · Address ... .... .. ... ..... ..... .. .... .. ... .. .
to reconstruct medical facil iNi.xon's budget cuts and
City .. .. ... ... .. .. .. . State .. ........ ... ..
ties we have destroyed.
eliminations . Contact the
Zip .. .. .. ....... .., Phone ...... ....... ..
Council for more information.
April 1st thru 16th - Your
Chicago
Peace Council , 542 S.
WE HAVE the voting .records
taxes and the War Budget.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
Leafletting at I.R .S. offices and
and add resses of Chicago area
60605, 922-6578.
Congressmen and the two
demonstrations on the 16th .

News:p aper
ReCycling
The Logan Square Neighborhood Association Environment
Comm ittee in conjunction with
t he Logan Square Recycling .
Group, Zion Lutheran Church,
and 4th Congregatio nal Church
will be having a newspaper
recycling drive.
SATURDAY, MARCH 10th.

Bri ng your newspapers to
one o f the t hree newspaper
recycling locations.
Site #1 - corner of Rockwell
and Avon dale (2650 North,
2600 west) (one block north of
Logan Blvd.)
Site #2
corner of
Richmond and Palmer - St.
Sylvester's Chu rc h . recto ry
parki ng lot (2200 north,
2900 west) .
Site #3 Ridgeway and
Armitage Admi ral Corp.
parking lot (2000 north, 3740
west).
We would appreciate your
bri nging your newspaper to be
recycled to one of the three
sites mentioned above . If you

cannot deliver your newspapers, here are .the three
phone numbers to call : one for
each recycling site. Call the
phone
number
for
the
recycli ng site closest to your
home.
Site #l - 4th Congregational Church, 486-1184 (Rockwell
and Avondale).
Site #2
Logan Squre
Recycling Group, 235-6219
(Richmond and Palmer) .
Site #3 Zion Lutheran
Church, BE 5-7984 (Admiral .
Corp. lot).
Recycling Guide lines : Newspaer bund le with stri ng,
sorry n o magazines, card boards or paper bags .
Volunteers needed!!! Help
save the environment!!!
For more detai led information call . the Logan Square
Neighborhood Associatio n Environment Committee at 3844370, 2641 N. Mi lwaukee . '
Please recycle this by giving
it to a friend!!!

An Interview ,with Mike Roykoa Part 2
by Ray Worth

This is the second interview
of a two part series with Mike
Royko , columnist . for the
Ch icago D ai l y N ew s. This
interview was made while
Royko was still w ri t ing his
book BOSS. I asked him what
he was writing about at the
time, but he declined to tell
me because he said a writer
never reveals the nature of his
book until he has it finished
and the book is published . The
date of this interview was April
19, 1970, in Royko's private
office. I feel tlrat this interview
reveals the real Mike Royko,
revealing his thoughts concerning the great issues we face
today .

Q . Mike, Where do you
get most of your information
from? Grinding out a column
every day leads me to believe
that you have a great many
contacts .
A . The average people out in
the street are always encountering things themselves and
they let me know . I'd say that
half of the stuff is developed in
terms of a column that deals
with a specific instance .
Usually it's in terms of injustice
of some bureaucratic bungling
or something like that. These
generally come from the
vi ctims unless people call in
and complain about something; then, w e check it out
and if it is an interesting story'
we use it. Some of it comes
fro m
co nv e nti o nal
n ews
sou rces.
I've been a reporter now for
ten to fifteen yea rs; eight years
before I started writing a
column I was a reporter - so I
know a lot of people in
different areas of publi c life,
who make information available. This information comes
from all over, there is no
particu lar direction.
Q. Do you find you have a
hard time getting information

from political leaders?
A. I'm really not that much
interested in who's going to be
slated for which office and
why, and all the finagling that
goes on behind t he scenes. The
political writers usually cover
it; but political leaders usually
don't make good sources of
information . In terms of what
they're doing, they are just
going to present themselves in
the best light possible. They
are most useful when they tell
things about other political
leaders. I prefer to cover
political and government
people, not behind the scenes
but on the basis of what they
do publicly.
If a guy is a mayor or
governor or whatever he may
be, I don't follow the behind
the scene stuff, unless it relates
to the city itself or ordinary •
people themselves. It is what
the guy does that interests me.
You don't have to have all
these secret conversations and
chit chats with political leaders
to find out what they're doing.
For example, when they tear up
the lake front you pretty well
see it, for it's hard to cover·- it
is right out in the open.

Q . What do you think of
yourself? Do you consider
yourself a cynic , a humorist, or
just an obsever?
A.
I've written fifteen
hundred to two thousand
columns, one million and a
half words , whi ch is the len gth
of twenty novels. I do n't know
- I've wri tten on so many
d iffe rent subj ects . I don't know
what you'd -eall me. Obviously
I
can't
ca ll
myself
a
professiona l humorist because
sometimes I'm not humorou s. I
don 't kno:.V, I guess that I' m a
general essay type columnist
about anything that strikes my
interest.

Q. Since you
writing

this

have been
column has

'

anything happened to you,
such as threats or vio lence,
which
occurred
to
you
personally?
,...
A . Nothing serious , only
somecw indows broken ; but we
caught them . There are some
racists in my neck of the
woods. They didn't like · the
column I had been doing on
civil rights. They broke my
windows one night a nd
picketed my house, th rew
garbage on my front porch but that was. the only serious
incident. Yeah, you get th reats
in your mail, there
is
somebody always making a
threat.
Q. What advise do you have
for a student who's pl anning to
make a career of journalism?
A. Take up law and ·become
a lawyer. I think that people
know quite quickly if they are
going to like this kind of work
or not. If . they are curious
about things, if they want to be
something where there is a
certain amount of involvement
-if somebody is looking for a
routine work, a day job, this
isn't really for them . If I was
going to give them some very
practical advice I'd probably
suggest a major in som·ething
like economics or sciences
(natural sciences) or a minor in
journalism . I really don't think
it's necessary for a person to
spend four or five year s
studying - primarily journalism
to do well in th is business. It's
all w hat you have in your head
that determin es w hether you' ll
be good or not. Economi cs, for
instance, plays a big part in our
lives. Personally, if I was
running a newspaper, I would
prefer to have someone co me
to me who rea lly understood
finances and what goes on in a
cpaitali st society rather than
one who knows the history of
the Gutenberg printing press.
The technical skill can be
taught. I learned them all but

never studied journalism in a
universtiy. · 1 handled most of
the jobs on the paper from
editing, reporting, rewriting every type of job there is and I
was able to learn it by doing it.
Q . A lot of people -read your
column and one of your main
subjects is Mayor Richard J.
Daley. What do you think
about him as a mayor? •
A . The reason I write about
him probably more th.an any
other single political perso11age
is obvious. Why do people in
Washington write about the
President more than any one
single political person? Not
only do I write about him, but
all newspapers write about him
more than any other single
political person in Chicago. He
is the head of a party, mayor of
a city and he has more impact
on our lives than any one
person. I guess you can't judge
him whether he's a good mayor
or a bad mayor. Like all of us
you can find something there .
If you want to be a fan of
Da ley's , you can sit here all
/ day and talk about the good he
did; if you're a critic of Daley's
you also can sit here all day
and cite some of the very bad,
cruel , ignorant things he has
done. If you are somewhere in
the middle you can present
both sides , probably . Personally if I was to judge him as a
mayor, after looking at what
the major issues were and the
major chall enges during hi s
adm inistratio n, I'd judge his as
a fai lure.
The major challenges have
been the race situatio n and our
environment. In these, he has
fa il ed. He's been a greater
factor in breeding hatred in
this city among people. He's
never been a calming influence. He's done nothing to
prevent the disintegration of
this city as a middle class place
to· live. He's abandoned the
neighborhoods. I think · he

didn '. t think there was anything
that could be done. The whites
fleeing and the blacks mov ing
outward . He gave up without
trying things because he
understood what was really
happening. He failed there . We
are the second largest city in
the coutry and also the second
dirtiest. He wai-ted too long in
recognizing the seriousness of
the problems of pollution and
other environmental problems
which he hasn't done enough .
He let the big companies get
away with it. It was only public
opinion that spurred him on. I
think generally he's a failure.

Q . The Nixon administration
conceived the idea of the
silent majority - do you think
it's really the silent majority or
t he lethargic majority?
A . I don't know if it is very .
silent. The way I feel is the
people we call the . silent
majority are people who, when
the problems existed, did
nothing, said nothing and
didn't care . It's the guy who for
years, when the black was being treated one step up from
slavery, didn't care, was
indifferent. Then , when the
blacks started moving, his
reaction was-wait a minute,
'now I' ll tell you what to
do-don't do anything. It's this
type of person that's the silent
majority. It's the guy who gives
advice to t he person who's got
a problem without ever havi ng
thought about the probl em . H I
guage w ho Ni xon and Agnew
are _di recti ng themselves to, I
tl,i nk th at they are to the
ignorant, lazy, stupid, suspicious, bigoted, ra cist, reactio nary element of society and that
takes in a lot of people .

Q. Do you think that there is
a trend towards the right
political spectrum in this
country?

•
(Continued on page BJ
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

AsA Woman in Society Do You Feel
You 're Being Discriminated Against?
by Ted Rachwal
Reba Meshulan, Freshman Science M ajor: " Yes definitely. First
of all women in this society are not considered capable of doing
anything but menial labor. Everything in American society is
geared toward male ct.omination of women. This domination
includes everything from the home, family and sex to
employment and politics.
This is illustrated in television commercials where there are
countless references such as , "Your husband will love it." to " Your
children will love you for it. " In this society it doesn't seem to
matter what the women herself wants or thinks . Her basic job is to
....-- satisfy (in all ways) her husband and to bring up children .
Women are an oppressed minority in a " man's world ." They do
not have equal job opportunities especially when a man is doing
the hiring. Even now there are many cases of equal work for lower
pay. In the case of abo tion, the courts are finally decid ing that
women have the right to control (and decide w hat's best for) their
own bodies. It's about time!"
Carol Johnson , Sophomore Biology Major: " No I don't feel I am
being discriminated against. Because I believe if a women really
wants to accomplish something, she can do it. Everybody ru ns
into some type of discrimination but you just have to learn to
overcome it. A lot of men are insecure and they need to use
women but if a ·woman is smart she will learn how to avoid these
type of men.
If a women is discriminated against on her job (in regards to
pay) she can to through proper channels to correct it. In t he past I
believe women were discriminated against much llilOre. Presently
however, women have almost · equal opportunities with men if
they fight for what they want." ,
M ichelle Shavel, Freshman : " It's the little things that don't
equalize out that bug me. Just because you're a female doesn't
mean you should be extended extra courtesies. Like getting the
door opened for you etc. It bugs me the way in which a woman is
put into the role of accepting a passive position in life. I bel ieve
that males and females should treat each other on an equal basis
in all areas. The main gripe I have is the lack of equal opportunity
in busi ness . Women should get equ al pay if they are equally
qualified.
·
Vicky Hendle, Senior English . Major: "Yes, I definitely think
women are discriminated against. I think men also suffer from this
discrimination . In relation to equal pay it would benefit men as
well because they wouldn't have to resent women who are willing
to take their jobs for less pay. Many employers deny basing their
pay scale on sex, but when they decide to hire women for the
same job they reclassify the job.
Women, unlike most cases in other minorities, are even
discriminated against by their own fami lies. If I · were a ma n I
couldn't take being totally responsible for an efltire family, to
have three or four people's ~u ccess' determined by mine. I really

feel that Women's Lib is People's Lib for men and women .
Susan M ichaelson; Freshman Mathematics major: " Yes , certain
jobs are not available to women, such as commercial airline
pilots. Women can't be Air Force pilots either, ·strictly <;_>n the basis
of their "sex."
" I personally could not play in High School Chess Tournament
.because it was clas,s ified as a "combat sport" (this has now been
changed . Girls were and sti ll are not able to be on the Swim
Team .)
If I choose not to get married .I would be ai.scriminated against.
One need o nly look at the words " bachelor" and " spinster" to see
t his point clearly . Men have more sexual freedom . Look at the
"swinger" or " playboy" compared to the female counterpart of
tramp or bum .
I th ink peop le are beginni ng to realize the foolishness of all this
and are given the oppo rtunities they are physically and mentally
qualified to perform instead of sexually qualified to perform.
Faith Fenstein, Senior and Elementary Education M ajor: " I
believe women are definitely d iscriminated against. For example,
I went into a drugstore to get a prescription filled ; while waiting I
overheard the drugist comment, 'This cash register is just like a ·
women .' The reason he said t hat was because the cash register
was n't working properly, as it w as as unpredictable as a women. "
" We tend to live up to our reputation . It's self-perpetuated . The
more we' re told we're unpredictable (or any other derogatory
comment) the more we start believing it. "
" I thi nk women should be socialized from the very beginning as
men are. They should be taught from childhood to be
independent instead of dependent. When I was growing up
women were expected to go to college, but not necessarily to put
it to use. So women were caught up and still are in a system
whic h isn't re levant to them ."
The general consensus among women I interviewed was one of
.being discriminated against. Most women feel that equal rights
are not given to them . They believe that they live in a male
dominated society and they are not happy about it.
The society generally dictates what they should do and how
they should act. Most women I ' talked to d idn't condemn men
genera lly, but they were ,upset by the way men were socialized to
believe certain things about women and themselves. The way in
which the women I interviewed responded , leads me to believe
that women as a whole are deeply concerned with the issue of
discrimination against them . If this strong feeling rem ains
constant I cannot see any way men are going to avoid giving into
laws and socialization processes that would make the society
totally equalized regardless of sex. .
I have not printed all the responses women gave me because of
the obvious repetition of ideas. If any reader cares to respond to
any views expressed in this article please write a letter to the
PRINT office (E-214) .'

Buddy Rich • •·• • • • •
Sliper ·Dru1n1ner
by Joe Weinshenker
On Monday February 19th
Budd y Ri c h, t he world's
greatest opened at Mr. Kellys
on Rush Street for a super-o ne
week engagement. Buddy is
• accompan ied by his band , a
extremely talented group of
young musicia ns.

drums, every wrist movement,
every clang of the cymbals is
like a signature. Solely hi s, in
every way. I can see why he
earn ed the title of the world's
greatest dru mmer.
I enj oyed the M o nday ni ght
show, and dec ided to go and
see the second show on Friday
night: Which was agai n very,
very good.

As always , Bud dy has
enthra lled his audience with
I was very fortunate to have
his exceptional drum solos. I spent some time with Buddy
have heard many of his albums upstairs in his d ressing room,
over the past few years, but talking about some of the
one has to see him in person to things that he's interested in.
fully appreciate the extent of Most of the time we talked
his talent. Every beat of his about Karate (in which he is an
sticks on the skins of his · expert, he holds a black belt).

He showed me a stack of
pictures taken of him at his
dojo in New fork (which will
be used as a lay out in an
upcom ing issue of Black Belt ·
Magazi ne), t hose pictures were
absolutely fantastic .
He's also greatly interested
in UFO's. Du ring hi s stay here
last week he spent a day with
Dr . J. Allen Hynick of
Northwestern University (an
expert on UFO's).
Over a ll , Buddy is an
extremely interesting person to
talk with. Besides being the
world'sgreatest drummer, he is
one of the world's great
personalities.

~

·Buddy Rich Weinshenker ].

the World's greatest drummer [Photo by Joe

-
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of Endings
and Beginnings
• • •

by Paula Levy
" I'm a better man for the knowin' of you" . .. Tyson

Ian and Sylvia

(Continued from page 6)

A. There 's more people
holding office now that are of
the· Mitchell-Agnew mentality.
I place Mayor Daley in that
category. His poli ce department runs one of the biggest
spy systems outside of the
F.B.I. I don't think any police
department has as big an
intelligence division, sneak ing
around spying on people for
their political activities, as in
Chicago . I thLnk there is a big
movement toward repression
and it is being helped primarily
by groups like t he Weathermen
who have this stupid idea that
if they have a big repressive
movement in this country,
then, the people will rise up
against it. What they don't
recognize is that you have a
big part of this population who
would like to have a dictator a
facist system of government.

It ~as a shock and it hadn 't reached home. Was it possible that
his face would be gone forever from the supper table, that his
Dateline Kibbutz Shaar Ha 'amakim, near Haifa Israel:
.
familiar flannel work-shirt would no longer brighten up the
Benny and Shula are married. They were born and raised on the
breakfast on those hazy, gray dawns? No more after dinner
Kibbutz and had a distinctly kibbutz wedding - all children,
Rummicub games in the cl ub house, no more philosophical
dogs, and kibbutz volunteers were invited . The marriage canopy
conversations until 3 o'clock in the morning. Whew, those
was raised outdoors on a brightly lit patio, so that there would be
conversations! He had theories never-ending-and if he was
enough room for eveyone to watch. Fathers lifted their little ones
caught in the right mood they ~ou ld spi ll out like beans from a
onto their shoulders for a better view of the beaming bride and
groom and the old bearded rabbi.
'
sack, one leading to another, piling up in fascinating beaps of
human thought. Not that they were new or startling developIt was a traditional Jewish wedding ceremony. Benny did an
ments, but to a brain lazy from disuse and starving from a lack of
exce llent job of cru shing the good luck wine glass with his foot
and the· rabbi's Hebrew prayers were delivered with grace and
different perspective, they . were heady ambrosi_?, a welcome
sty le. His efforts went rather un-appreciated, however, sicne the · change from discussing the technical aspects of mopping the
kitchen floor and falling out of grapefruit trees. ·
majority of the kibbutz members, including Shula . and Benny,
aren' t the least bit religious, and became bored with the rabbi 's
I didn't agree with everything he said. But even though he
chanting after a few minutes. The younger Kibbutzniks giggled at
staunchly defended his ideas, he wasn't immovable. We could
argue, give and take. If we left off without a conclusion it didn't
the hipocracy of it all while the parents and grandparents
matter, because we shared our differences, and changed each
resumed their muffled conversations and looked on patiently. The
Q . Do you think President
other just a little.
rabbi threw the congregation several dirty looks, but they just
Nixon will succeed in his
He called himself a writer, but I ne,ver saw a word. He talked program of Vietnamization?
bounced off. By the time Benny lifted Shula's veil for their first
about writing with great creative fervor, while I struggled for
married kiss, the sounds of joy and excitement from the audience
A. If we can't win the war
hours with pen and paper. Eventually I would finish - he didn't
far exceeded the rabbi's poor vocal cords. He gave up.
how
are they
going to?
even
start.
This
opened
a
credibility
gap
never
closed
.
It
took
me
The formalities concluded, the new couple was quickly
precious days to realize that it didn't matter what the hell he did Nonsense-there isn ' t any
surrounded by family and friends , In an hour the wedding
Vietnamization . We had as
or didn't do. A man is what he is and if h~ is sensitive to other
reception would begin. The dining hall ,was rearranged for a
much- as five hundred thoupeople that's enough . Then he was gone.
buffet-style banquet with space for dancing and musicians. The
sand troops over there at one
I worked in the kitchen the morning he left. Seeing him come
food had been three days in preparation. Everything, of course,
time - if we can' t win it with
in and out of the dining room was more of a strain than I could
was paid for by the kibbutz . It was Benny's and Shu la's beginning,
our tremendous amount of
but it was shared by everyone.
handle. "Hurry up and get out of here already!_" It was the last
yoops and hardware, airplanes,
thing I said to him . I hope he understood.
In the midst of the natural high that was blooming inside me, a
bombings-we are not going to
· As the dishes piled high in the soapy tub I stood at the window Vietnamize this war. My
case of real sorrow threatened to tear everything apart. Tom was
and watched him and some friends head toward the main road, attitude is I don't give a damn
leaving. After 5 weeks in the closed society that is kibbutz, and in
packs on their backs .to begin hitching to Eilst beyond who runs South Viet Nam and I
the even smaller society of volunteers, it is almost impossible not
Jerusalem, past Beer Sheba, down to the tip of the Sinai Desert. don't think half of the Sou th
to make a few good friends . Tom was here before I arrived and it
seemed that he would always be. The news of his im,minent ·
People come and people go. But Tom Caulfield is still a good Vietnamese care either way.
name for a writer. Or a friend .
departure got to me just before the wedding ceremony.

Movie Review:

Cries and Whispers - /
A Statelllent on Life
by Linda Ozag
Death's power makes . one
aware of life. The games
played, masks worn, perversions turned to, all seem to
make life a lark and only when
Death draws near do we
somehow become aware of
ourselves . Ingmar Bergman 's
Cries and Whispers makes a
statement on life. The movie is
more then an excape into
fantasy, it is a reflection of

people looking at Death. As it
approaches, the daily worn
masks fall off and people face
themselves.
Two rich sisters are brought
back together to relive their
bitter childhood while waiting
for the third sister do die of
cancer. As Death draws closer,
the sisters find themselves
unable to hide behind the false
fronts they have built up over
the years. Their true nature of
selfishness and bitterness

overcomes them. At the time
of greatest need, only the
faithful servant can give
comfort to the dying sister. The
two sisters are too into
themselves to be of any use.
The fear and terror of Death
builds up inside them and for
just a moment brings them
together, they try desperately
to undo a lifetime of hurt to
each other. With the sister's
death a reality, they return to
their masked rolse, as if they

March ( 1
-

Bud.

free

had gone 'through a nightmare
t o gether, once awakened
nothing is really changed . They
give the servant paper money
as a reward of her loyality. At
this moment . the meaning of
life is ultimately understood
and appreciated only by the
servant, who cared not for a
price, but for Love.
The four actresses Bergman
chose stand out individually,
without upstaging each other.
Anna (Kari Sylwan) plays the
dying sister, tormented with
ca ncer as she exits from life.
Karin (Ingrid Thulin) the sister
w ho had too much, gets her
only satisfaction throu gh tor-

turing her husband. Maria (Liv
Ullmann) the grown up child,
cannot face. reality, lives on
dreams. Agnes (Harriet Andersson) the servant, is the oniy
real person in the group. Her
life has not been jaded through
the disguise of riches.
At the time of Death, she is
the one able to give of herself,
while the two sisters wallow in
discontentment and se lf pity.
The beautiful pi ctures created by Sven Nykvist, Director of
photography, show moments
of perfection , symbolizing, as
does Bergman , that life's look
at truth stands still only fo r a
f leeting moment.
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Do Yourself A Flavor • • • • Pizza burgers
by Roseann Podraza

was comfortable and the porters were helpful. I knew now it was
- silly to worry about what the cab driver said . - destinations
unknown . I could hear the conductor call'rny stop - Lichfield . I
quickly rose and got my weekender, small suitcase, and my
camera. The one porter helped me with my weekender and
suitcase getting off the train.
•
I stood in the tracks and there I saw - Big Father. He stood
there tall, dark, and huge. I knew it was him because he was
standing in front of a car, which had a sign on it - Headless
Chickens Inc. I moved forward and introduced myself. We
Take out your pan and brown the ground round beef and then
casually talked about the weather, the problems with the local
add 1/ 4c . chopped olives, 1 sm . can tomato sauce, oregano +
politicians, and destinations unknown. (Hmmmmm! It seems I've
garlic/ salt. Add 3/ 4 Scarmoza Cheese to the mixture in the pan
had this conversation before!)
and heat until the cheese is melted . While the cheese is being
After he packed my bags in the trunk, I entered the car. The
melted in the mixture cut the remaining Scarmoza cheese into
drive in all was about a half an hour. While we were driving he
squares the size of the hamburger buns.
asked me what I packed for this hunting trip and I informed him
Put the mixtu re on the buns . The amount of p[zza mixture
the usual - my 20 hair rollers, day cream and night cream . I also
should be small , the size of your soup spoon should do it. Add a
made sure I had my ultra sexy toothpaste and my compact mouth
cheese sauare on the top of the pizza mixture and cover with the
freshener. He gave me a long stare and asked why I didn't take
bun top . Wrap the buns with foil. It might be better to cut the foil
any deodorant? I looked at him and replied I did pack deodorant
into 16 pieces before you start to make the pizza burgers. ,
and that I just mentioned the above bec·ause I wanted to look
Put the pizzaburgers into the freezer. Then anytime you want a
good hunting headless chickens . His comeback was a loud laugh
pizzaburger just to into thr freezer, pull one out and put it in the
and
few grunts.
oven at 350 ° for 30 to 35 mins . Presto! You have a pizzaburger
After he stopped laughing I asked him if there were others
ready to eat.
hunting headless chickens? His reply was, " I don't know!" and he
started to laugh again . In a little while I would find out, for soon
QUICK RES~UE: Hunting Headless Chickens (episode 3) , the
we'd be arriving in Wilsonville.
Meeting.
Stay tune to the same paper, same day to find out - the
Yes, soon I would find out who Big Father was, how he looked,
Others!
aod if there were others hunting headless chickens. The train ride
1 lb. ground round beef
1/4 cup chopped olives
1 sm. can tomato sauce
1 teap. oregano
1 teap. garlic salt
1 pkg. Scarmoza Cheese
[Salt and Pepper to taste.]
16 hamburger buns
16 pieces of foil

a

Mutated

Headless Chicken._

Cast Discusses Dream Play
Will open March 1-6
6y Andie Dubnick
" Time and space do not exist," wrote playwright August
Strindberg of A Dream Play." . . in the incoherent but ostensibly
logical form of our dreams. Anything can happen; everything is
possible and probable. Working with some insignificant real
events as a background, the imagination spins out its threads of
thoughts and weaves them into new patterns - a mixture of
mE!mories, experiences, spontaneous ideas, impossibilities and
improbabilities. The characters split, double, multiply, ·dissolve,
condense, float apart, coalesce."
With these concepts as the basis of the play,_it is little wonder
that it has not enjoyed great popularity, at least in this country.
"Dream Play is, however, farily popular in Sweden, appearing in
several very different forms," said David Unumb, director of
Dream Play. "It is because of the difficulty, the complexity of the
staging." Unu·mb has directed productions at UNI since fall 1%9,
among them A Man's A Man and most recently Little Murders.
"The theme of the play is repeated in one of the female lead's
recurring lines :' lt is difficult to be a human being; human being-s
deserve pity."
A THEATER PLAY:

"It is very mu·ch a theater play, a stage play," ·observed Phyllis
Kabins, a member of the company of 23. "The story is nothing.
The play can be compared to the Warp trilogy in terms of the
importance of staging."
"The spectacle of the play, the technical aspects, are what
make Dream Play," agreed Harold Cohn, another cast member.
"By itself, it is a dull script."
" No, not dull," objected Kathy O'Donnell, one of five or six
who portrays a single, major role . Most of the company appear as
at least two different characters each . "But it is difficult to
understand on the first few read throughs, because of the
importance of the set. Sometimes half a page of script will be
stage directiO!lS with no dialogue for paragraphs on end."
Director Unumb called for another scene, which forced some
actors back to work and released others for a short break. A few
drifted into The conversation . "Without the theatrical aspects,
people hearing the play would be lost.- At least 25% of the words
will go by audiences because of the poetry of the lines," said
Harry Hultgren, a new arrival.

Rehearsal in
Dream Play.

progress

for

Phyllis summep it up, "It is pure fant~y. We hope the
audiences will come away from A Dream Play totally spaced as if
it had been each individual's own dream. Just as in real dreams,
characters often change shape. In Dream Play characters change,
and many of the minor characters are very similar, almost alike."
Suzanna Molnar agreed and added , " Some characters ,will
remain themselves but change . The Lawyer, for instance, will age
before ·your eyes."
MUSIC TO ENHANCE:

Music is still being composed for the production by Kiu
Haghighi , husband of Maureen Haghighi, UNI speech instructor.
A professional musician, Mr. Haghighi plays the santour, which he
has studied since age 10. Deriving from ninth century ' lran, the
santour is an 80-stringed instrument somewhat resembling an
autoharp or zither . The santour is played with wooden mallets like
a xylophone, but the . sound is an unusual combination of
percussion and strings. Accompanying the santour on drum is Mr.
Haghighi's brother Cyrus . The major roles of Indra's Daughter, the
Officer, the Poet, and the Glazier have personal themes which
will announce their arrival on stage.
Electronic music will also be employed during the production
to enhance the dreamlike quality of other-consciousness.
THE COMPANY:

Since there are between forty and sixty roles in A Dream Play,
dependent upon how choruses are counted, in interest of brevity
only the more important of the minor roles will be mentioned.
Actors of the company are listed alphabetically.
Diana Bon (Victoria), Maria . Boundas (Doorkeeper), Harold
Cohn (Billsticker), Patrick Dillon (Poet), Juris Graudins (Officer),
Harry Hultgren (Medical Inspector), Phyllis Kabins (Edith), Brian
Kilmnick (Dean of Theology), .Esther Kusy (Lina), .Fran Kusy
(Wife), Janina Lomonaco (Mother), Paul Manaois (Dean of Law),
Thomas Martinez (He), Suzanna Molnar (Kristin), Kathy O'Donn~II
(Indra's Daughter), Lester Palmer (Glazier), Dan Pearson
. lSchooHnaster), Jerry Rajczyk (Dean of Philosophy), Martie Sat\a·
(BaJfet Girl), Frank Shiras (Chancellor), Michael Springer (Dl!llm of
Medicine), Thomas Kemp Stack (Lawyer), Darlene Wise (RJe
L~dy).
' Tech Wizards bring piilors, slide show, or; what next, home

~ies,{ Next week .in ,_.NT.
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Interprets Theater
Great to Watch - Great to Be In
This trimester t he Popouree Pl ayers are putting
o n "Flowers for Algernon" by
Dani e l Keyes whi ch will be
performed at UN I on March 1
at 1 and 8. p.m. in the Little
Theater. Credit must be give n
to Liz Effendy fo r her time
spe nt on co-ordinating t he
tou rs and to the other
members of Po-Pou ree who
include: Barbara Sc hoichet,
Mike Rusniak and Andie
Dubnick and Roger Nehring.
Next in line fo r lnterp.
Theater are the trips . This year
the UNI lnterp Theater will be
going to Te rre Haure, Ind, for
the annual festival. Goint to
Terre Haute are: Ba rbara
Cibe lli , Jack Bronstein , and
Rosie Rees, on • February 23,
24.
Going to represent UNI at
North Dakota on March 30th
and 31st in reading events are :
"Ruth Grossen, Roger Ne hring,
Rosie Rees and Scott Silve r.
Performing at the Ozarks in
Missouri for Individual readings on April 6th and 7th are;
Bar bara Cibelli , ctnd Liz
groups) .

by S. D. Sil ve r

If someone came up to you
and asked : who is Arlene
Jarzab? you might t hink it's
some kind of cure fo r morning
sickness! Or how about if you
were asked to comment of
Rosie Rees . Rees? Isn't that al
old old four cylinder _that job
that went out of business in
1936?! No, you 're wrong on
both accounts! These two
young women are the core of
UN l's Interpreters Theater.
/ A "Readers Theater" you
might say. Where one or more
that one person will select a
reading and without the aid of
e laborate props , sets, or
lighting, will put on a
performance! How can this be
done? By using the greatest
stage in the world . . . your
imagination!
Interpreters Theater, here at
UNI , consists of the " Po-Poree"
Players (a touring group that
puts on performances at local
high schools and community

Artene Jarzab.

Effendy, John Gross, Darle ne
Wise and Michael Ferraro.
This trimester UNI lntep.
Theater - performers are going
to Eastern Ill. University to
present selections from t he
book "Pickwick Papers" by
Charles Dickens. Going on this
event a_re Joyce DeA nge lis ,
Kathy Foszc:a, John Gross,
Roger Nehring, Rosie Rees, and
Scott Silver. This show wil l also
be presented at UNI April 5, 8
p.m. in the Little Theater.
Not only are the Events
exciting and challenging but,
lnterp. Theater can be a great
help to anyone has a fear of
speaking in public .
0

Not enough talent you say?
Let us be the judge of that!
Auditions are held at the ·
beginning of every trimester.
Let us make lnterp. Theather
an experience you' ll never
fo rget! If you would like more
information about lnterp.
theater, contact Arlene Jarzab
or Rosie Rees in E-04. Come
and find out just how exciti ng
Interpreters Theater can be.!

Melvin ·Van Peebles
Proves Versatility
Melvin Van Peebles was the first
American Negro to direct a fe ature for
general release (his "Story of a ThreeDay Pass" came out about a year before Gordon Parks cracked Hollywood
with "The Learning Tree"). Something of a young Orson Welles with his
m ultiple talents, Van Peebles uses his
artist ic sk ills in many way s to create
every different ·k ind of m ood. In
"Sweet Sweetback's Baad asssss Song,"
opening ... at t h e . . . T heatre, he
proves h is versatility by being star, director, writer, composer and editor.
The story, told in dazzling images
and brutal vignettes, concerns a black

man who refuses to go on role-playing
and who stands up. to assert himself.
Sweetback is a professional sex show
stud. When he is forced · to smash two
sadistic policemen during the performance of their racist duty, he finds
he must run for his life across the
Mexican border. As he runs, forever a
fugitive, he screams to the world,
"You bled .my Momma . . . you bled
my Poppa ... but you won't bleed

me!" ·
Unabashedly contemporary and
controversial, "Sweet Sweetback" · is
rated X.
(Sponsored by CCAB.)

Film - Mar. 2, Aud. Sweet Sweetback's Baadassss Song.
BERT TENZER"S

CIN--A-ROCK'· COMES TO ·TOWN

Fat Isn't Where It's At!
As Flip would say "What yqu
guilt and remorse after
see is what you get," and if you , overeating? Yes (
), No
got too much to give we have
(
).
a dynamite program of weight
4. Do you give too much
reduction for you .
time and thought to food? Yes
The Organic University of
( ), No ( ).
CCAB is starting a program
5. Do you look forward
called " Overeater' s Anonywith pleasure and anticipation
mous" or O .A. This program , to. t he moments when you can
will start you on your way to
eat alone? Yes ( ), No ( ).
be slim, or to stay trim if your
6. Do you plan these secret
lucky enough to be that way .
binges ahead of time? Yes
Ms. Laura Lenoir will discuss
( ), No (
).
this new innovative aid to the
7. Do you eat sensibly
compulsive overeater, Tuesbefore others and make up for
day, March 6 in B-Lounge at 7
it alone? Yes ( ), No ( ).
p.m.
ff Is your weight affecting
But are you a compulsive
the you live your life? Yes
overeater? Why not •tak!:! our
( ), No ( ). '
simple quiz and find out?
9. Have you tried to diet for
1. Do you eat whe n you' re
a week (or longer), only to fa ll
not .hungry? Yes ( ), No
short of your goal? Yes (
),
(
).
No ·( ).
2. Do you go on eating
10. Do you resent the
binges for no apparent reason?
advice of others who tell you
Yes ( ), No (
).
to "use a little -will power': to
stop overeating? Yes ( ), No
3. Do you have feeling of
(
).

11. Despite evide nce to t he
contrary, have you conti nu ed
to assert that you can diet "on
your ow n" whe never you wis h?
Yes ( ), No (
).
12. Do you crave to eat at a
defi nite ti me, day or ni ght,
other than mea l time? Yes
( ), No ( ).
13. Do you eat to escape
from worries or trouble? Yes
( ), No ( ).
14. Has your phys ician ever .
treated you for overweight? Yes
( ), No (
).
15. Does your food obsession · make you OF others
unhappy? Yes ( ), No (
).
How did you score? If you
answered yes to three or more
of these question s it is
probable that you have a
compulsive eating problem or
will have one, and that you
need to drop in and find out
how O.A. can help you. What
have you got to LOSE?

MOYIE AHO LIVE ROCK~ A ~ FOR THE TOTAi.EXPERiENCE
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BERT TENZER"S NEW MOVIE
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a rock-al
Mind by the
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radlclll1 and a
black capitalilt
caught - . . n
rewlution and
money.

ROCK

MUSICAL
Created to merge
with the movie "FREE:·

• IN******
Pl:~%

-~HfS~ !•Y

Featuring:

JIMI HENDRIX

and

TOP
ROCK .BANDS

MOUNTAIN .. .VAN MORRISON
STEPPENWOI.F... DR. JOHN

CHICAGO THEATRE
STARTS WED. MARCH 7th FDR ONE WEEK ONLY

NIGHTLY 8 p.m. PE~~~~~ites

THURSDAY 4 & 8 p.m. FRIDAY 5, 8 & 11 p.m.
SATURDAY 2, 5, 8 & 11 p.m. SUNDAY 2, 5 & 8 p.m.

PLUS

...

.
.....
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Health ·Service Offers A Variety of Free
and Confidential Medical Aid and Assistance
So, you think you may have
V.D. and you need a blood test
to confirm it Or you need the
name of a good doctor or
clinic or you just found out
that the seconci grade class
you're student teaching has
contracted Fifth disease and
now have to find out the
consequences for yourself.
Did you know that there is a
service right here on campus
that could help you in all the
above areas and more? This aid
and assistance is free and
confidenti;il. It is the Health
Service.
The Health Service offers a
wide variety of care . from
testing to dispensing information in almost every aspect of
health care and health referral.
Marion Etten, co-ordinator
of the health service, in 1972
initiated a Student Advisory
Committee to Health Service.
This committee feeds Ms. Etten

· input on• what health service
Ms. Etten points out that
can do for the Northeastern
with the change over from
mandatory · to optional insurCommuoity.
ance in May, she and her staff
There is also a Health and
S.a fety- advisory committee , will be able to work more fully
on health service for the
which was organized in 1969.
Northeastern community.
This committee meets once a
week to advise Dr. Lieneman
There is no appointment
required for the tests or
and President Sachs about
information so feel free to stop
health and safety needs of the
in and· investigate some of the
school. The committee is
potential services you can get
composed . of faculty, civil
at Student Health Service.
service employees, and stu•
dents. These committee members report recommendations
for improving the envir9nmentHEALTH SERVICES
al health of Northeastern. The
We · present' this list of
current Chairman of the
services which are available to
committee is Frank Hostetler.
all students and staff.
Marcia Liebow · is the CCAB
HOURS OF OPERATION
student member. There is
currently an opening for a
8:00 AM to 8:00 PM
student-at-large. Ms. Etten feels
Monday through Friday
that this committee has been
PHYSICAL
very effective in sighting and
Dispense non-prescription
prev~nting many health and
drugs for minor illness
safety problems .

Physical Therapy
heat
lamp and hot packs
First Aid
at scene of
accident as well as in the First
' Aid Room
Blood Pressure .Checks
Weight checks and weight
control advice
Disabled persons assistance

Athletes' Physical Exams
Workmen ' s Compensation
Reports
Serve on Health & Safety
Committee - Receive reports
of health or safety hazards on
campus
Medical parking permits

HEALTH INFORMATION

TESTS THAT CAfi.l BE DONE

Health Education
Referrals to: Doctors and
Clinics (dental or medical)
Weight Control information
Drug or medication identification
Hospital information
Che~t-x-ray information
Health materials and literature on wide range of subjects,
from Abortion to Venereal
Disease

Throat Cultures for strep
Urinalysis
Vision
Hearing
Blood for V.D . Screening
(hope to do more)

ADMINISl:RATIVE FUNCTIONS
Employees' Physical Exams

INSURANCE INFORMATION
Student Blue Cross/Blue
Shield Plan , also Pick-up center
for Blue Cross, Blue Shield I.D.
cards
Athletes' Plan
Employees' Plan

uo Vadim.u s
Bicycling : Anyone interested in
traveling by bike this summer? I am
thinking of cycling through Canada to
the West Coast and California during
May, June, July and August. Return by
bus or train. If interested call Fred (Jr.)
at 235-4584.
Are you a senior? Do you need to take
Teaching the EMH Child in M-J before
Practice Teaching in July - August.
Teaching the M--J is not offered here in
M-J. What happens? Can we get
together a petition? Contact Barbara
Klaeren at the PRINT.
PERSONALS
Dearest Ray,
You were great last night. Keep it up.
Love,
Your Gail
To Concer All That It May: (Back
Again!( Chapter Three: " Thou speakest
of Earth," said Howard as he casually
stroked his PF. Flyers.' "Is that the dark
and heavy world the moon lights up?"
asked the shoe. "Shoes don't talk,"
replied Howard. "But it was only a
DREAM," explained the canvas
commodity. " Oh," siad Howard, "Now
will you PLAY?' . THINKING? It's still
coming! Shortlytobecominghereprettysoonandnottoolate, OT/SP.

General Office Work: 7:45-11 :00 or
11 :30, 2:30-5:00, $2.25 hours, prefer
girls (entire off. women) . Contact Mr.
Satten, 248-9140, Quill Corp. 812
Belmont, Chicago.
Babysitter needed: 5 days per week,
7:45-1 :00, $20.00 a week, 1 yr. old girl,
has dog too. Mrs. McCarty, ~ N. St.
Louis, 588-3052.
·Men-Women, work part time, · select
your hours. Make extra money. You
can supplement your income NOW!
Pleasant, easy work. No experience
necessary. We show you how. For a
"no -obligation" interview call: David
Richardson, 262-6575 or 539-8677.

Telephone Work : Dependable telephone, contact previous customers re:
home improvements. M-Th 2-9 p.m.
Fri.
2-7.
Open
$2-$4 plus
commission. Pd. weekly, sm. off. nice
conditions. Contact Danley Lumber,
5903 N. Milwaukee, Ben Schaffer,
242-4440, 9-8 p.m.
General Office Work: . No typing.
8:15-12:00 or 12:00 - 5:00. Salary
determine at hiring. Rarry Lee< and
Sons, 4216 W. North Avenue,
227-5500. Mr. Janus.

· Deliver Papers: should have own. car.
1-4 p.m. M-W-F, $5 day or $6 with
own car. Chicago Today, Mr. Holback,
283-4010 or 478-1507, 4210 Montrose.

Physical Education Dir. Lincoln
Belmont YMCA, $8,000-$8,300. Assist
.Assoc. Program Dir. Youth and Adult
Ed . Program. Contact: Burton L.
Wiese, Lincoln Belmont Y. 3333 N.
Marshfield, Chicago, Ill. 60657,
248-3333. Please ask for further info. to
the Student Employ. off.

Baby Sitting: Warm affectionate
individual needed for 10 month old girl.
8-4, 2 days per week, $1.00/hr.
Contact: Sharon Schwartz, 679-2007,
Skokie Area.

Student Needed : To show, demonstrate, take orders for "Duraploque"
(preservative for documents) They will
train. Evenings· only. Commisiqn. Call
Arthur Ford, 736-001~.

Assist Day Care Worker Kiddie Campus
Nursery School. 8-1, M-F or 1-5.
~-F. $1.65/hr. Call Mr. O'Malley,
637-3037.

General Office Work: Typing, 15 hours
per week, O!Jen 9-5 M-F_, salary: to
be discussed. Paking Supplies, 7541 N.
Winchestor, 465-8300, Mrs. Altman.

Wanted : Men's 5 or 10 speed bicycle,
call Nancy at 477-7842 after 6:00.
Give me a little kiss won't you hon?
Typist: personable rates - term
papers, book reports, business forms
Call Ms. Kathy Hayes, 1165 N.
Mil~aukee 1Ave., Chicago, 111: 235-2385.
Phone Solicitor: Hours: Flexible. Salary:
$2.00 p(us commission. Lee Upholstery,
5056 W. Fullerton, 889-6266, Don
Lewis.
Clerical Work : Varied duties typing
required . Hours - 20/wk. 1-5 M - F,
salary - commensurate with ability.
Home Life Insurance Co. 6200 North
Hiawatha Ave. 282-1400. Call for
· appointment.·
Secretary. Good Shorthand, good
typing . Hours flexible between 9 - 5.
about 20-25 per week. Salary: $3.25.
Chicago Tribune, 435 N. Michigan,
Chicago, Ill. 222-4572. Call Ellen or
Ann .
Switchboard. Typing, hours, 3 per day.
Salary: $2.25. WTTW, 588-2000, Call
Mr. We,st.
Accounting Clerk . Wanted: must have
completed basic accounting. Part-time
until summer, then full-time. Hours
flexible to suit student. Open 8-5.
Salary open to discuss. Pioneer Screw
and Nut Co., 2700 York Rd. Elk Grove
..._Village, 776-9000, x270, Call Margaret
Brown, need own transportation there.
Office Work: · Secretarial, typist;
phones, sales. 5 hrs. day flexible. Open:
$2.00 2.50 hr. Lay-Out Circuit
Service, 3037 W . Montrose, Off. 344,
'Mr. Marbach, 478-8950.
Student Needed: Hours flexible. Salary
Open. Nutrilite Food Supplements,
David B. Richardson, 6250 N. Winthrop
Ave, 262-6515.
General Office Work: Typing, receptionist, shorthand, helpful. Hours
flexible 19-20/wk. $2.50 hr. Eugene
Meyer, 6200 N. Hiawathe, Call: Mr.
Meyer, 685-2828.
Girl Friday: Typing, light bookkeeping,
60 wpm. Salesman office equipment,
commision/draw. Prefer AM. Salary
open. Mills Recor.ding Co. 32 North
State St., DE 2-4117. Ronald Mills.

1 :pm

AUD.

Babysitting: Should be 20 or older
evenings. $2.50 hr. plus tips. Roadway
Inn . 5615 N. Cumberland , take
Kennedy to S. Cumberland exit.
693-5800, Alice Westberg or John
Connors.

Babysitter needed : Flexible hrs. 12-5,
Th 2/22, 12-5 M26th, T27th, Th.29th.
!1.2~1.50 hr. Just needed on Feb. 22,
26, 27, and 29. 1 little girl 3 yrs. old.
Mrs. Possekel, 1220 W . Jarvis,
338-4246.

EXPERT MEN'S HAIR SHAPING FOR LONG & SHORT
HAIR.
J'S BARBER SHOP
5550 N. Kimball, a few steps
south of Bryn Mawr.

CSC ACTIVITIES
Wednesday, February 28
The Catholic Student Center
will be sponsoring another of
its Pot Luck Dinners. The cost
of t_hese dinners , is usually
under $1 .00. So, if you have a
late class, and want some eats,
come on over at 6:30 p.m . We
are located at 5450 N.
Kimball .

Friday, March
Here is
another . CSC Coffee House.
This time we have musical
entertainment. It only costs
.50. Not much to pay for 3
hours of music & fun . It starts
at 7:30 p:m . in the Corn Cellar
at the CSC, 5450 N . Kimball .
Tuesday, March 6 - Campus
Minister Fr. John Price, will be
instructing Education Majors
who plan to teach in Catholic
Schools in one of the theology
courses that are required. The
course is entitled "What Have
They Done To My Jesus." For
further information , see the
course descrjtption .
I

Wednesday, March 7 - Today
is Ash Wednesday . CSC
ministers will be holding
services in the B-Lounge at
12:00. To fulfill this reminder
of our beginning and end, it is
imperative that the University
Catholics attend.
,.
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Eagles Win 20th
by Vito Gentile &
John C. Demas

On Fri ., Feb. 16 the Golden
Eagles traveled to Hillsdale.
From the opening tip-off the
Big White machine never saw
the lead. At half-time the
Eagles were down 18 pts. in the
second half the Eagles closed
the margin to within one point
but the referees continued to
give al I the breaks. and cal Is to

the home team . "Super Sub"
Wallace Williams, subbing for
the injured Gary "Harpo"
Stanie c, scored 18 points .
We asked Wallace why
t\e hasn't been fouled in
3 games . He replied, "I
shoot so fast the other team
doesn't have a chance to get
close and the refs in Hillsdale
were the worst I've ever seen. "
The refs calls were so bad
that even the home town fans

lntra111ural Kolvas
Win 53rd Straight
by S.M.E.

1

On Tuesday Feb. 20, 1973,
the Kolvas kept their 53 game
winning streak a l ive by
crushing the Independents by
23 points . Head Roach (former
snake men) kept their play-off
hopes ali ve by killing Oscar
and hi s buddies by 26 points.
Oscar and the boys, still
haven't fou nd that rule book
on basketball. Keep looking
Oscar! US drew a bye.

In the 1:30 p.m . League the
Chall engers ran their record to
four in an hour as they rolled
over the New Lakers. On the
other side, the Lakers made the
play-offs by winning their last
ga m e over
the
Bullets .
Independents drew a bye.

On Thursday 1:00 p.m ., AXE
took their third win by beating
the Jets, who have yet to win a

game. (Same class as Oscar
and his boys) .
Boner's Ark made another
boner and lost to the over
powering Old Times. The Old
Times lived up to their name
by letting a 12 point lead
dwindle away to one point.
Ray P. F. Casper was out
hustled again by one of his ball
player( and this made the
P.F .ers • look like his cousin,
Casper the friendly ghost. Too
Bad! Hapers Bazaar drew a
bye.

1:30 league saw the best
game sence Head Roach and
Kolvas. Rip City played host to
Cleanliness, and never had the
lead till the final buzzer when
Al Steinman hit a 15 footer
with two seconds left. This
gave Al "The Barber" Steinman
total of 34 points, the most ·
scored by one man in
intramural history. W .R.N.E .
squeezed by the Yeman and ST
drew a bye.

turned against them. Danny
Crawford was approached after
the game, which the Eagles lost
82-79, by a Hillsdale fan who
told him that he had never
seen the refs take a game away
from a team like they did that
night.
Our next game was against
Chicago State. The boys, " fired
up" for this game, played like
champions. They played like a
smooth , well-oiled machine.

,
Tuesday, 1 :00 P.M.
Kolvas
Head Roach
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Independents
Oscar
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Bullets
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SweatY
E-v ents
by Chris Lubinecki
Sportswise, things are getting
heavier and heavier. All of our
sports on the co llege level are
heading into the tournaments
and final championships. The
next few weeks will be hectic
for all our men and women
team members . Quite a few of
UNl 's teams have excellent
standings and should prove
themselves well in all final
championships .
. Tony Schimf's swim team
has a to date record of 9-8. I
talked to Mr. Schimf earlier
in the week a nd he informed
me of the following : " The
number of swimmers a coach
can bring to competition is 18.
We have only 9. We are
considered one of the smaller
colleges in competition but our
relay team is strong." This Sat.,
12:00 p.m. , the team participates in the Conference
Championship at Circle. The
other teams that will be
participating are Rockford, IIT,
Eureka , George Williams ,
University of Chicago and of
course Circle. We hope a lot of
yot1 can make it down to Circle
this weekend to support a

really fine team .
The guys on the Vars ity
Basketball team have brought
us some of the most exciti ng
games ever. Coach Spin Salario
and his boys play thei r fi nal
scheduled game tonite, 8:00
p.m . at IIT .. They rea lly deserve
your support so go cheer one
last time!
Betty Gu zic's Girls' Basketball Team has an away game.
Thurs ., 7:00 p.m . at North
Central.
The
team
will
participate in the S_
t ate
Tournament at Concordia
March 2, 3, and 4. Knowing
how well they play, they
should place high in the
stand ings.
Perry Anderson 's Hockey
Club participates in the Central
States Collegiate Hockey Tournament on March 2, 3, and 4.
We wish them the best of luck
and can't wait to hear how
they did.
Cross-Country, Tennis, Coif,
Softball, and Baseball will
begin to please their fans early .
in April. But until then our
loyalty belongs to Swimming,
Basketball and Hockey!

Wallace Williams who led all
scorers with 26 pts. fired from
all over and hit 12 out-of-16
shots . Dan
"The
Man"
Crawford contributed 22 pts.
and " Modest" Marcel threw in
16 bi g ones . In all the Eagles
tallied for 105 pts.
Chicago State never had a
chance . Final score: UNI 105,
Chicago State 90.
The Golden Eagles are now
20-6. This, their · 20th win,

broke the school record . Never
before has any Northeastern
team won 20 games. Bring on
Marquette!!
Tonight is the Eagles last
game with IIT . The game will
be at Ill, 35th and State St.
Let's hope they win and get a
bid.
Support your team and
remember : Wherever you go,
whatever you do, remember
the Golden Eagles.

lcemen·'s Season Cometh
End This Week

to

Following 2 stunning loses 1
this past week to Lewi s College
and the University of Wisconsin-Parkside, The Northeastern
Illinois University Hockey Club
will Wind up the 1972-73
regular season this Thursday
night, March 1st, at the
Deerfield Ice Dome against
Trinity College. Dr. Gilbert's
Icemen are searching for their
eighth win of the season
compared to 22 loses and one
tie. UNI defeated Trinity earlier
in- the season 4-3. The Eagles
are still hoping for a bid to the
Central States Collegiate Hockey League playoffs this
weekend, (March 2, 3, and 4)
in Crestwood.

A reminder to everyone: The
, UNI Hockey Club is running a
open skating party, Friday,
March 9th, starting at 6:30 at
the Rainbo Ice Arena. Besides
open skati ng for everyone, the
party will feature a match race,
like in Roller Derby, with Mark
Breen against " Ringo" Signoretti . Both are known for skating
in circles. Al so on the top bill
is a contest for all females to
shot on a former Eagle goalie
and not so great, Marc
Century . Prizes will
be
awarded .
Also be sure to support the
UNI Hockey Club by purchasing a " PUCK POWER" button .

